
More than ten Reasons why Loma Linda should not accept 
so many non-SDA students: 

  

A: Bible Counsels: 

  

1.* “Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for 

what fellowship hath righteousness with   unrighteousness? And 

what communion hath light with darkness. Wherefore come 

out from among them and  be ye separate . . .”  2  Cor 6:14,17 

  

2.* The “Schools of the Prophets” in Elijah and Elisha’s time 

and later were opened exclusively for Jews only, not for 

Gentiles.  Why only Jews ?  Why did not Elijah and Elisha be 

generous and broadminded and be evangelistic-minded and 

accept Gentile students too? 

  

3.* In Joshua chapter 9, leader Joshua was tricked by the 

Gibeonites to make a league and thus God consequently forbade 

future leagues. “And ye shall make no league with the 

inhabitants of the land .” (Judges 2:2) .  Why ? 

  

B: Spirit of Prophecy (SOP) Counsels: 
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1.* LLU is originally a SDA institution founded  (by the SOP 

through EGW ) specifically with the sole purpose or objective 

to train our own SDA to be medical missionaries, not to train 

the children of the world (non-SDA who are not of our faith) . 

Our first duty is to train SDA students, not outsiders. (see 

“Broken Blueprint”p152-3)         

  

2.* “Now and ever we are to stand as a distinct and 
peculiar people, free from all worldly policy, 
unembarrassed by confederating with those who have not 
wisdom to discern God’s claims so plainly set forth in His 
law. All our medical institutions are established as 
Seventh-day Adventist institutions, to represent the 
various features of gospel medical missionary 
work, and thus to prepare the way for the coming of the 
Lord”  (Testimonies, Vol. 7, p. 106-8). How can 
unbelieving, unconverted outsiders (non-SDA 
students)  “represent” our “gospel medical missionary 
work” ???  (Emphasis supplied) 

  

3.* Is it embarrassing to be labeled as “sectarian” if we, 
LLU, accept only (or mostly) SDA students?  “Worldly 
policy”(please read this word in previous para or in 
7T106)  wants us to be non-sectarians, i.e,---“be liberal 
and multi-cultured and broad-minded and thus LLU must 
accept any student regardless of faith,”  but “God’s 
policy” is: Don’t worry if we SDA are called “sectarians” 
or “cult” or whatever derogatory name, we must still as a 
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group of loyal SDA  take a stand for God ‘s policy-- not to 
be “unequally yoked”. 

 “Sectarian” is not necessarily a bad, negative word. 
There is nothing wrong to be sectarian. It is not illegal. 
A sect can be defined positively as an individualistic 
group that dares to be different to take a stand on 
principles.  Can I say this ?  “Heaven is sectarian for 
saints of the sect called “The Remnant  Church” ( following 
faithfully God’s policy and obeying all ten 
commandments) can enter heaven ”  Can I say 
this?  “Heaven  is exclusive because sinners and gays 
cannot enter it; only saints are allowed” (1Cor 6:9). 
Thus,  God’s policy can be exclusive or sectarian in 
certain matters of principles like—“BE NOT UNEQUALLY 
YOKED”.”. Obeying God‘s policy means we 
must  be selective (our constitutional right ) and 

exclusive  in not accepting  any or too many non-SDA 
students. Fear not what men may label you; but only fear 
what God labels you. 

4.*  The law may compel LLU to admit non-SDA 
students but it maybe because we are guilty of allowing 
it to happen for we are not “free from all worldly policy”. 7T 
106.4  We accept aid and money from Ceasar, accept 
accreditation, and change our status from college to 
university. All these have restrictive conditions or strings 
attached that make us disobey  Bible and SOP counsels.( 
Read “Broken Blueprint”) Moreover, we do not have the 
courage or loyalty to God “to stand as a distinct and 
peculiar people”. (7T106). How can Loma Linda U. have 
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or be a distinct and peculiar people  when she accepts 
outsiders (non-SDA) or the “mixed multitude” or students 
of the world who do not agree with us? 

5.* Today we are in a terrible mess (in great apostasy)-
- our hospitals in unsolvable financial troubles making 
us to merge with Catholics or Rome, the ”beast” of 
Rev 13 and the “whore” of Rev 17.   WHY ?  Because 
we did not follow the Blueprint of God. God’s original 
plan is for us to have simple, small sanitarium-hospitals 
using natural remedies away from cities. God never 
intended for us to have modern acute care hospitals which 
are expensive and competitive using expensive 

equipments and tests and dangerous drugs and horrible 
chemo-therapy and over emphasis in costly surgery and 
unnecessary costly diagnostic tests for fear of lawsuits. 
and over use of harmful Xrays and expensive CT scan. 
(Today medical care is very expensive and not free; 
patients have to pay directly or indirectly in the end and for 
many they go into debts or bankruptcy.) (Solution: 
see Reformation) 

  

6.* “To bind ourselves up by contracts with those (non-
SDA students) not of our faith is not in the order of God. 
We are to treat with kindness and courtesy those who 
refuse to be loyal to God, but we are never, never to 
unite with them (7T, pg.107)  Emphasis supplied 
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7.* The Greatest Apostasy in SDA education in mission 

fields (outside USA) is over-emphasizing Mission Schools to 

the detriment or neglect of Church 

Schools**.     (Definition: Mission schools are opened mainly to 

evangelize non-SDA kids in a new mission field.  Church 

schools are opened mainly for SDA kids to protect our kids 

from the world.) Following  the counsels of  EGW, we 

unintentionally became the largest and once the best Protestant 

educational system in the world. We run Church schools and 

academies,  colleges universities for our SDA children and 

students so that  SDA students do not have to  mix with students 

of the world or “unequally yoked” in public schools.  ( CG 304-

5). 

When we entered new foreign mission fields, initially we had no 

SDA Church Schools, so we opened  Mission Schools to 

evangelize the heathens or non-SDA and then eventually 

accepted the new converts’ children but then we forgot our  top 

priority or our first duty which is, according to  the 

counsels  of the SOP, to open Church Schools when we 

had  6 SDA children from the new converts. We forgot to 

change SDA Mission Schools back to Church Schools once we 

had 6 children. We got stuck with Mission schools which is not 

our priority or duty even though it is very profitable.) Mission 

Schools though essential at first as an evangelistic tool is not our 

top continuous priority; our top priority is to open Church 

schools to train SDA children (not Mission schools to train non-

SDA kids !!!). 

“In some countries … where there is a church, schools should 
be established, if there are no more than six children to attend. 
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Work as if you were working for your life to save the children 
from being drowned in the polluting, corrupting influences of 
the world. “ EGW--CG pg. 308.3 

  

8.* LLU is also supported by the SDA Church’s World 

Budget (offerings from SDA church members around the world) 

and I am sure these SDA members would be shocked to know 

that their sacrificial donations are supporting  and training  non-

SDA medical, dental and  nursing students, etc. to become non-

SDA doctors, dentists and nurses for the world (the kingdom of 

Satan). 

  

9.* The purpose why LLU was instituted was to turn 
out SDA doctors, dentists, nurses, and allied  professionals  to 
become SDA medical evangelists or SDA medical 
missionaries.  Up till 1961, LLU used to be called the “College of 
Medical Evangelists”(CME). How have the mighty fallen !  How 
have the mighty  changed or forgotten our original noble goal 
which is the very reason for the founding or existence of LLU 
!!!  The mighty  LLU changed from turning out missionary-
minded medical evangelists to turning out just professional–
minded medical graduates of doctors, dentists, nurses, etc. 
!!!  Changing from Jesus’ method of healing of body and soul to 
the world’s method of healing the body only and worshiping 
the gods of science as a solution—surgery (over 
emphasized),  drugs and chemo-therapy with dangerous side-



effects,  harmful X-ray and CT scan and expensive modern 
technology (proton therapy). 

  

10. *  “We are  never to confederate with men of the world 

in order to receive financial assistance.” Testimonies vol. 9, 

p.233. (Men of the world are the government  or Aid agencies or 

donors with strings attached)   Is LLU now accepting grant 

money or Federal Aid money with restrictive or anti-gospel-

sharing conditions like a ban on talking about religion, e.g. 

ADRA  receives millions from the Aid  agency of Canada but 

can’t talk about Jesus to the poor or needy!!! This negates the 

purpose of the existence of ADRA.  Is Loma Linda U. in the 

same boat of apostasy today ?.  (Emphasis added) 

11. * “We are to enter into no confederacy (accept non-SDA 

students) with those who do not love or fear God. Those who 

have not the light of present truth.” Counsels on Health p.300 

12. * The Bible and  SOP counsel us not to marry outsiders (non-SDA).  Why?  Why did 
Abraham have to send his servant to travel hundreds of miles back to his hometown to find a SDA 
wife for Issac ? Why are SDA parents willing to pay and sacrifice in order to send their children 
to SDA church schools instead of going to free public schools ?  CG p303-311  Why?  Fear of 
“unequally yoked” ?  Now what great apostasy is this, i.e. admitting Babylon ( non-SDA 
students ) with open arms into Loma Linda to mix and influence negatively  our  SDA students? 
We are warned to “come out” of Babylon  for “Babylon is fallen” but LLU is bringing  Babylon 
into our  campus !!! Rev 14: 8; Rev 18:4 
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13. “In a special sense Seventh-day Adventists have been set in 

the world as watchmen and light-bearers. To them has been 

entrusted the last warning for a perishing world. On them is 

shining wonderful light from the Word of God. They have been 

given a work of the most solemn import,—the proclamation of 

the first, second, and third angels’ messages. There is no other 

work of so great importance. They are to allow nothing else to 

absorb their attention. “   LDE 45     Ev 119 

13 * PS  Sorry, unable to obtain  recent data update of the ratio of  SDA vs Non-SDA students at 
LLU due to secrecy and non-transparency  or  simply a conspiracy to hide embarrassing info from 
SDA church members. (Anyone who knows this “top security  national secret” , please have the 
courage to blow the whistle for the truth (Freedom of Information Act says it is not wrong to 
divulge truth).  So please send or leak info to me.  I promise not to tell.) 

  


